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Abstract: Sociial dialogue hass represented thhe principal maanner
of communicaation between social partners, especially afteer the
second world war. The conceept has evolvedd since then andd has
mportance from
m the
received the appropriate atttention and im
European Uniion since the ‘90 because orrganizations, off any
type, and socciety in generral had to deal
d
with the new
challenges dettermined by thee globalization process maniffested
all over the woorld.
This paperr aims to anallyze thoroughlyy the influencee and
importance off social dialoguee within an orgganization as weell as
the manner inn which the connsolidation of a culture of diallogue
can lead too the growthh of the soccial cohesion and
organization’ss performances.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
o an organization must noot be
The humaan resources of
considered jusst a certain num
mber of persons that work daiily in
conformity with
w
the attributtions specifiedd in the operattional
charts, but theey must be seeen like an assem
mbly of individuals
made out of heterogenous groups
g
of persons with their own
different interrests, objectivess and points off view that muust be
harmonized with
w
the organization’s innterests or geeneral
objectives. Thherefore, the leaadership of anyy organization must
organize institutional structures that alloow an active and
participative social dialoguue necessary for achieving and
a organizatioonal environmeent favourablee for
maintaining an
individual andd organizationall development/eevolution.
Developm
ment of negottiations at orrganizational level
represents a fairly recent phenomenon that refers too the
assembly of human resourrces managemeent and favorss the
s
solutions adapted to thee concrete problems.
discovery of some
(Manolescu ett al., 2007)
Being such an ambiguouus notion, the social dialoguee has
many aspects,, the definition generally acceepted being thatt of a
process of infoorming, consultting, consensuaality, negotiationn and
even co-decisiion, in some casses.

2. INFORM
MATION
c
of the
t contemporaary world related to
The new challenges
globalization, aging process of
o the populatioon, reorganizatiion of
o the dialogue as a
the work proccess, determinee an analysis of
whole, with references to thhe national pracctice and the future
f
perspectives of
o dialogue in the context off new social acctors’
emergence.
The notionn of social dialoogue has a positive significatioon: in
the era of coommunicationss, the dialoguee is a resourcce to
capitalize on. The interest shhown to the dialogue in the social
s
domain can noot be denied, sinnce dialogue pllays an essentiaal role
in detensioninng the conflictuaal situations thaat can occur bettween
employers andd employees.
The sociall dialogue reprresents a factorr of socio-econnomic
progress, esseential for the promotion of some decent work

ditions and for the
t reduction oof poverty. It haas a central rolee
cond
in th
he European social policies, since it is maanifested to alll
levels (Lefter et al.,, 2007):
• At
A interprofesssional level, reuniting reprresentatives off
different
d
professsions at nationaal scale;
• At
A professionall branch level, grouping the representativess
of
o the activitiess with common economic characteristics;
• At
A enterprise’s level.
Within
W
the Coonvention of thhe European Economic
E
andd
Sociial Committee from 1999, thhe organized civ
vil society wass
defin
ned as represennting an integrrated and organ
nized assemblyy
of actors from the civic, economic and social life,
l
inclusivelyy
d organizationss
the social partners – unions and syndicates, and
repreesenting other socio-economiic interests. Thee dialogue thatt
is seet between the social partnerss or between th
hose and otherr
grou
ups of socio-ecconomic interests is called so
ocial dialogue..
(Maanolescu et al., 2007)
2
Though
T
the socciety of nowadaays can be con
nsidered secure,,
theree is a powerfful feeling of insecurity perrpetuated dailyy
with
hin its structure,, due to the diff
fficulty to protect oneself from
m
the basic
b
classical social risks thee potential indu
ustrial, sanitaryy
or eccological risks, this being the rreason why wee are witnessingg
a grrowing numberr of requests fo
for protection adressed
a
to thee
Statee.
The
T process byy which the pubblic authorities are consultingg
the citiznes
c
is one of the viable m
means to reducee these feelingss
of in
nsecurity when confronted withh impredictiblee risks
The
T social dialoog can be perceeived like one of
o the evolutionn
dimeensions of thee public actionn in the lightt of contracts,,
regu
ularization struuctures and ddecentralization development..
(Pop
pescu et al., 20008)
The
T main objeective of the ssocial dialog is to favor thee
dem
mocratic particippation and thee consensus. Itts functionalityy
migh
ht assure the solving of social problem
ms, the goodd
man
nagement of puublic actions, soocial stability and
a stimulationn
of ecconomic progreess.
There
T
are at least four reasonns for which th
he social dialogg
can be
b successfullyy used as an pubblic governancee instrument.
• the
t social dialoog allows the am
melioration of public
p
decisionn
process.
p
Takingg into account tthe various opin
nions of all thee
parts
p
interestedd permits to esstablish a comm
mon diagnosticc
and
a
to identifyy possible deccisions and to take the bestt
decisions.
d
• the
t social dialog favors the acceptance off the decisionss
taken
t
by the public authorrities, the con
nsultancies andd
debates
d
servingg for the preveention of the reesistance to thee
decisions
d
takenn.
• the
t negotiation process allowss the creation of
o added value..
Negotiation
N
is the
t privileged innstrument to establish a dialogg
when
w
complem
mentary and antaagonist interestss are at stake.
• the
t governancee without sociial partners can
n prove to bee
unproductive,
u
e
especially
in reggard to reforms..
But,
B
as we cann talk about soocial dialog ass an succesfulll
publlic governance instrument, wee must admit and
a understandd
its liimits:

•
•

The social dialog is an instrument, not a target by itself.
The political factor can not give up responsibilities. The
work relationships, characterized by the report of force
between employers and employees might need an
intervention from the political factor to restore the balance.
In addition, it is not always possible to organize a frame for
social dialog.
• The collective negotiation is not an adequate instrument
because the social partners can establish agreements in the
detriment of the State.
• The social dialog is also an expensive process and time
consuming for all the parts involved: administration, trade
unions, employers, enterprises. In oder to take place, the
dialog needs to set in motion important resources: the work
time of the parts involved, expenses for organizing the
meetings and sustaining the technical secretary or for
financing studies that will represent the base of the
discussions.
So, the notion of social dialog covers a lot of forms,
mechanisms, procedures, and all these can lead to certain
ambiguity.
The participation of employees to the social dialogue within
the organization is a manner to consolidate its management,
permitting the attenuation and prevention of future conflicts.
At organizational level, the participation of employees to social
dialogue is possible to the following levels (Emilian et al.,
2010):
• At the level of each employee’s work station level, when its
goal is to determine the work conditions and the content of
the specific activities, in order to achieve a high
productivity of work, concomitently with the satisfaction at
work station of the employee;
• At the level of interhuman relationships, meaning between
individuals situated on different hierarchical levels but also
in the case of collective relations, through their
representatives (unions, representatives of the employees
etc.);
• At the level of providing for employees material and
financial incentives, meaning that many directions are
targeted so to offer some incentives to the employees in
order to reduce the costs of production and the volume of
activity, but also to determine the growth of the
production’s quality and work’s efficiency;
• At the level of association to the decisional power,
respectively the participation of the employees to the
enterprise’s social capital, a fact that emhances the degree
of involvement – self-motivation of the employees.
The themes that make the object of social dialogue are
permanently extending. The organization becomes more and
more involved in problems related to the respect shown for
human rights, environmental protection, public health,
democracy or union liberty. The actors of social dialogue have
begin lately to multiply: shareholders, suppliers, clients,
consumers.
Consequently, new manners of consultation appear at the
level of any organization, such as a dialogue extended towards
the civil society. The new partners of dialogue are associating
in local, national, european or international networks to debate
the problem of economic actors’ reponsibility and to define the
social principles and the environmental protection ones that are
accepted by the large majority.

3. CONCLUSION
The new challenges in the social dialog domain are multiple
– new debate themes, new dialog frames, new actors, new
expectations of the citizens from the State.
In Romania, construction of the social dialogue platform
has debuted at national level in 1997 with the creation of the

Economic and Social Council. This is a tripartite and
autonomuous public institution of national interest and its main
goal is to achieve and support the social dialogue at national
level between unions, syndicates and government, but also a
climate of stability and social equilibrium.
The Constitution of Romania (reviewed in 2003) defines the
Economic and Social Council as a consultative structure for the
Parliament and Govern in the specialized domains of activity
stipulated by its law of organization and functioning. (C.E.S.,
2010).
The Economic and Social Council has a consultative role in
the elaboration of economic and social strategies and policies,
in settling conflictual situations that have emerged at branch or
national level between the social partners, as well as in the
achievement, promotion and development of the social
dialogue and social solidarity.
The State's action although contested can bring the
amelioration, modernization and consolidation of the social
dialog.
1. The consolidation of the functionaries sensitiveness to the
social dialog, making from the receptiveness to the social
dialog an element of evaluation.
There can be identified four elements concerning the
promoting of a better relationship between the public
authorities and the social partners: avoiding the formal debates
when listening to the dialog partners is only pretended, setting
real deadlines for the consultancy procedure, developing more
transparent work methods.
2. The amelioration of the social dialog within the public
administration, respectively the social dialog commissions.
There are three action directions regarding the relaunch of
consultancy by a better coordinate action of the social dialog
structures or the institutions involved, especially at local level,
by the consolidation of negotiations and respecting the
engagements taken, and also the “reorganization” of the social
dialog so to allow the actors the debate of the problems of
interest, to all adequate levels, with all the optimal means.
3. A better grasp of the realities concerning the social
dialog.
The objective is the amelioration of the statistical data in
order to elaborate a more precise diagnostic of the social dialog
situation and for the amelioration of the information for the
employees , the ones targeted by the social dialog results.
4. Creation of methodological norms on the practical
modalities to develop the social dialog.
The objective is the consolidation of the consultancy
process and making the social dialog efficient.
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